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Abstract: A Brain Computer Interface (BCI) is a new technique used to communicate between the human brain and a digital signal processor. The main intention of the paper is to assist the disabled and paralyzed people to move them voluntarily without any human assistance by a brain controlled wireless wheelchair. An Electroencephalogram (EEG) based Brain Computer Interface is connected with a virtual reality system in order to control movement and direction of wheel chair. It offers an excellent alternative to natural communication and control. BCI systems that can allow efficient communication and control between the human brain and external devices through muscles and thoughts by converting distinct forms of activity of brain into signal commands in real time. It is possible to achieve forward/reverse movement of wheelchair with respect to the blink muscle contraction and even clockwise rotation by human thoughts, with this proposed system. Hence, disabled and paralyzed persons can able to control the wheelchair with the help of BCI concept implemented in the proposed wheelchair system.
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I. Introduction

Even with fast technological and scientific improvement in devices for physically disabled and challenged persons, only there has been very little development in the design of wheelchair over the last 200 years. Many electric wheelchairs having computer controlled mechanism introduced in the recent years such as “WALKY”, “CALL Smart Chair” and “Tin Man”. There are many distinct controlling methods available such as voice [3], eye movement, tongue movement, joystick, hand-gesture [8] etc, which have been deployed for interacting with a computer or robot or wheelchair. The most preferred method for controlling movement and direction of wheel chair is BCI technique, due to its high efficiency, reliability and response time. According to the placement of electrodes, there are different BCI techniques such as invasive, partially invasive and non-invasive techniques. In invasive techniques, electrode placement directly on the brain by neurosurgery. In partially invasive technique, electrode placement on the skull by minor surgery. On the other hand, in non-invasive technique, electrode placement on the scalp without any surgery. Among these techniques, non-invasive is most commonly used in real time applications.

Interface based wheelchair control systems, such as P300-based BCI and Motor-Imagery BCI [5] require the user’s active mental command to control wheelchair. Therefore, the goal of this paper is to propose a cost effective, extendable and easily hand able Brain Computer Interface based wireless wheelchair controlling system for the handicapped and paralyzed people to control their wheelchair themselves without any human assistance.

Brain wave signals are considered as input and hence they are first analyzed. Human brain involves many interconnected neurons. The interaction patterns between these neurons are regarded as thoughts and emotional states and they will be changing with respect to human thoughts, which also create distinct electrical waves. Even a muscle contraction produces unique electrical wave signal. Brain wave sensor senses all these electrical wave signals and it translates them into packets and transmits through Bluetooth. Data processing unit receives the input brain waves in the form of packets and then it performs signal extraction and processing using MATLAB and after this, control commands get transmitted to the wheelchair module in the form of interrupt signals.

In this paper, Mindwave Mobile is used to capture the EEG signal and it contains 3 main parts, which are dry electrodes, signal conditioning module and inbuilt radio frequency transmitter. Dry electrodes are used to sense and collect the brain waves, which are usually analog in nature. The purpose of signal conditioning unit is to translate these analog signals into digital form for further processing. The inbuilt radio frequency transmitter translates this digital brain wave signal into data.
Packet Which Is Transmitted Through Bluetooth. Then The Received Data Packets Are Extracted And Processed Using Matlab Tool. Thus The Mindwave Mobile Senses And Collects The Brain Signals And Then Sends Them To The MATLAB For Further Process And After Signal Extraction And Processing, Control Command Signals Get Transmitted To Wheelchair In Order To Control It’s Movement And Direction.

The Paper Is Ordered As Follows. Section II, Details The Related Works. Section III, Explains Problem Identification. Section IV, Describes The Main Objective And Section V, Explain The Proposed Methodology, Algorithm And Modules. In Section VI, Details The Simulation Results. Finally, Section VII, Concludes The Paper.

II. Related Works

In Wheelchair Applications, There Are Many Different Controlling Methods Available Such As Voice, EOG, EMG, Joystick, Eye Tracking, Breath Etc, As Given In Fig 1, But These Methods Can Be Efficiently Used By Healthy People Only. However, These Methods Are Not Easy To Operate Because Of The Joystick Quick Turn May Lead To More Complexity To Control The Wheelchair For Elderly And Disabled People. In Order To Solve This Problem, BCI Method Has Been Developed. It Eliminates The Conventional Type Of Communication And Provides A Direct Connection Between Human Brain And External Device. The Distinguishing Features Of Brain Controlled Wheelchairs Are That They React To Commands Much Quicker And That Persons Who Are Unable To Speak May Use Them. There Are Many Distinct Ways Available For Make Functioning A Wheelchair For Example, Voice Controlled [3], Using Gestures [8], Using Eye Movement Or Using Joystick Etc, But They Cannot Be Used By Stroke Patients Or Paralyzed Patients.

III. Problem Identification

A Handicap Will Generally Depend On Others For The Needs Especially In Wheelchair Movement And Direction Controlling. These Findings Lead To The Activation Of The Smart Wheelchair Which Helps The Handicapped Persons At Least For Not Depending On Others For The Navigation Purpose. There Are Many Systems Used For The Wheelchair Controlling. Although These Systems Have The Advantages, There Are Some Disadvantages From The Sensitively Detecting Ability For The Changeable User Commands And The System Needed To Be Calibrated At The Beginning On Each Day.

Most Of Current BCI Based Wheelchair Controlling Systems Are Very Troublesome Because Bulky And Costly EEG Machines And Personal Computers Are Both Needed For Physiological Signal Acquisition
And Analysis, Which Will Reduce The Flexibility, Portability, And Practicability Of These Systems. However, Most Of The Existing Brain Computer Interface Based Wheelchair Controlling Systems, Such As P300 Based BCI And Motor Imagery Based BCI Requires The User’s Active Mental Command To Control The Movement And Direction Of Wheelchair. The Two Main Problems Found In The Existing Systems Are The Following:

- Total Mission Time Is Around 441s.
- Computation Based On Previous Neural Signal Values, Thus Error Possibility Is About 35%.

The Above Mentioned Problems Are The Two Challenging Problems Associated With The Existing Systems. First Problem Related With The Mission Time Which Defines The Total Time Taken To Reach The Target Or Destination, Includes Signal Processing Time And Also The Time Taken For All Activities Of Wheel Chair Movement And Direction Controlling. In The Existing System, The Time Needed For Reaching The Destination, That Is, The Mission Time Is Approximately 441 Seconds, Which Is High, Which Has To Be Reduced For The Efficient Wheel Chair Movement And Direction Controlling Systems. The Second Problem Related With The Error Possibility Chance Which Defines The Percentage Of Possibility Of Occurring Error, Includes All Types Of Errors Such As System Errors, Manual Errors, Instrument Errors, Environmental Errors Etc. If The Calculation Is Related With Past Brain Signal Values, Then There Is Chance Of Error Possibility, Which Can Be Usually Found In Many Real Time Controlling Systems.

In The Existing System, The Computation Is Based On Past Neural Signal Values, So Error Possibility Chance Is Around 35%, Which Is High And Has To Be Reduced For The Efficient Real Time Wheelchair Movement And Direction Controlling Systems With The Help Of Continuous Monitoring.

IV. Objective

The Objective Of This Paper Is To Develop A Wireless BCI Based Thought Controlled Wheel Chair System With The Following Features Using E-Sense Algorithm.

- Reduced Signal Processing Time.
- Minimal Error Possibility With Continuous Monitoring.

In This Paper, Esense Algorithm Proposed In Which Attention Level Is Used For Making Left/Right Movement And Eye Blink Strength Is Used For Controlling The Start/Stop And Forward/Reverse Operations. This Paper Is Mainly Focusing On The Signal Acquisition And E-Sense Value Computation Through Continuous Monitoring, Which Can Be Achieved By Placing The MindwaveMobile On The Head, Since It Is Fixing On The Area With Minimal Hair, So The Brain Wave Signals Such As Alpha And Beta Waves Associated With Attention And Blink Strength Respectively Can Be Captured More Accurately.

V. Proposed Wireless Wheelchair Controlling System

In The Wireless Wheelchair Controlling System, Wheelchair Is Designed And Controlled Through The Wireless Medium And It Is Accelerated Using The Power Supply Section. The Source For The Entire System Is From The Brain Wave Sensor That Is Used To Sense The Brain Signals. Fig.2 Shows The General Overview Of The Wireless Wheelchair Controlling System.

![Overview Of Wireless Wheelchair Control](image)

In Addition To Brain Wave Sensor, Proposed System Involves Ultrasonic Sensor Which Is Used To Detect The Presence Of The Obstacles. The Wheelchair Functions Based On The Monitoring Section Commands And If It Detects The Presence Of The Obstacle, Then The Direction Of Wheelchair Changes Automatically. The Wireless Transmitter/Receiver Pairs Are Required For Data Communication Between Various Modules Of The Wireless Wheelchair Controlling System.

VI. Methodology

In Wireless Wheelchair Controlling System, A Wireless Physiological Signal Acquisition Module And An Embedded Signal Processing Module Are Also Introduced. Different From Other BCI Systems, Which Are
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Usually bulky and have to transmit an EEG signal to backend personal computer to process the EEG signal, our proposed wireless physiological signal acquisition module and an embedded signal processing module contain the advantages of small volume and low power consumption and are more suitable for practical application.

Brain sensor sense the brain signal of the user. The EEG signal of the human is the input for the sensor, it is given to the Bluetooth transmitter from which it is given to the Bluetooth receiving dongle which will be connected to the signal processing module and then to microcontroller. The overall block diagram of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 3. The wireless wheelchair controlling system has some special features as given below:

- Brain wave signal analysis
- Direction control using human thoughts
- Self-controlled and operating facility
- Bluetooth communication

The wireless wheelchair controlling system differs from the existing systems by the above mentioned features, since the existing systems do not have those features and the proposed system can also be used in other areas such as automobile application, industrial application, home applications, monitoring device applications and remote control applications.

5.2 Esense Algorithm

E-Sense algorithms provide the foundation of a universe of applications that can be built to improve brain health, education, alertness and overall function. In the proposed system, E-Sense algorithm plays an important role in EEG signal acquisition and classification. For all the available different types of Esenses such as attention, meditation, the meter value is described on AESENSE scale of 0 to 100 given clearly in Table 1. On this Esense scale, a value between 40 to 60 at any given instant in time is taken as “Neutral”, and is similar in concept to “baselines” that are found in conventional brain wave measurement techniques. A value from 60 to 80 is taken as “Slightly Elevated”, and may be explained as levels being approximately higher than normal, since levels of attention or meditation that can be greater than normal for any individual. Values from 80 to 100 are taken to be “Elevated”, and may be interpreted as heightened levels of that Esense.

In the similar way, on the other end of the scale, a value from 20 to 40 is considered to be “Reduced” levels of the Esense, while a value from 1 to 20 is taken as “Strongly Lowered” levels of the Esense, which may denote states of distraction, agitation, or abnormality. An Esense meter value of 0 is some special value denoting the Think Gear has some difficulty to compute an Esense level with a justifiable amount of reliability, which may be due to excessive noise.

### TABLE I E-SENSE VALUE SPECIFICATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ESENSE VALUE</th>
<th>STATUS DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-20</td>
<td>Indicates “Reduced” levels of the Esense.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-40</td>
<td>Indicates “Strongly Lowered” levels of the Esense.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-60</td>
<td>Considered “Neutral”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-80</td>
<td>Considered “Slightly Elevated”, and may be interpreted as levels tending to be higher than normal.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2.1 Attention Metric Method

The Attention Meter Algorithm Denotes The Level Of Mental “Focus” Or “Attention.” The Value Ranges From 0 To 100. The Focus Level Increases Whenever A Person Pays Attention On A Single Thought Or An External Substance, And Decreases Whenever Get Distracted. Users Can Be Able To Identify Their Ability To Concentrate With The Help Of This Algorithm. In Education, Attention To Lesson Plans Can Be Traced Out To Estimate Their Capability In Participating Students. In Gaming, Attention Has Been Used To Make “Push” Control On Virtual Objects Such As Joysticks. In This Paper, Attention Metric Method Is Used For Making Left/Right Movement Of Wheelchair For The Attention Value Greater Than Some Threshold Value.

5.2.3 Blink Detection Method


5.3 Module Description

The Block Diagram Of Wireless Wheelchair Controlling System Consist Of Three Parts Namely Neural Signal Capturing Module, Data Processing Module And Wheelchair Module. The BCI Consists Of Brain Wave Sensor, Signal Conditioning Unit And Bluetooth For Brain Signal Capturing And Transferring, Which Is Given Below.

5.3.1 Neural Signal Capturing Unit

In The First Module, MindwaveMobile Consists Of A Single-Channel, Dry Sensor Which Is Used To Capture The Attention And Eye Blink Signals, Placed On The Frontal Lobe. The Brain Wave Sensor Senses And Collects The Brain Wave Data And Then Transfers Data Through Bluetooth To Communicate With Your Computer And Mobile Devices. Fig.4 Shows The Pictorial Representation Of Brain Wave Sensor.

Fig.4 Mind Wave Mobile

Brain Waves Are Produced By Synchronized Electrical Pulses From Masses Of Neurons Communicating With Each Other. Brain Waves Are Detected Using Sensors Placed On The Scalp. They Are Divided Into Bandwidths To Describe Their Functions, Are Best Thought Of As A Continuous Spectrum Of Consciousness. The Specifications Of Brain Wave Sensor Given Below.

- Passive Dry Sensor EEG
- Bluetooth Communication
- Provides EMG Feature
- AAA Battery
- Battery Life : 10 Hours
- Light Weight : 90g
- Bandwidth : 3-100 Hz
- Resolution : 12 Bits
5.3.2 Data Processing Unit

The Artifacts And Noise Developed In The Wireless Wheelchair Controlling System Can Be Removed By Using Fast Fourier Transform Analysis. The Attention And Blink Strength Signal Levels Can Be Classified Separately With The Help Of The Level Analyzer Technique. The Brain Wave Sensor Can Be Interfaced With The Level Analysis Platform By A Bluetooth Which Is Used To Transfer The EEG Signal To The Signal Processor Through It’s Transmitter/Receiver Units. In The Signal Processor, There Is A Brainwave Visualizer Software And MATLAB That Can Be Programmed As Per The Baud Rate Of The EEG Signal. The Output Signals Are Transmitted To The Wheelchair.

5.3.3 Wheelchair Unit

It Consists Of An ARM 7 Microcontroller For Controlling The Movement And Direction Of The Wheelchair With Respect To The Command Received From Data Processing Unit. MATLAB Output Is Given As Input To Wheelchair Module Which Consists Of Dc Motors Which Moves Forward, Left Or Right According To Different Brain Signals. If Blink Signal Strength Is High, Then Wheelchair Starts Forward/Reverse Motion And If Attention Signal Strength Is High, Then Wheel Chair Rotates Clockwise.

VII. Simulation Analysis


The Mat Lab Command Window Shows The Signal Strength Level Of Attention And Blink Signals As Shown In Fig.5. The Output Waveform Indicates The Attention & Blink Signals In X-Axis And Time In Y-Axis As Shown In Fig.6. Whenever Blink Signal Strength Is High, Then Wheelchair Starts Forward/Reverse Motion And If Attention Signal Strength Is High, Then Wheelchair Starts Clockwise Rotation. MATLAB Output Is Given To Wheelchair Module Which Consists Of Dc Motors That Moves Forward, Left Or Right According To Different Brain Signal Commands Received From Signal Processor.
With the help of the computed attention and blink strength values, it is possible to control the movement and direction of the wheelchair and hence easily it can be controlled.

VIII. Conclusion

In this paper, wheelchair can be controlled using brain wave sensor located on the frontal lobe. This can be used for supporting disabled and paralyzed persons to move voluntarily. The highlighting merits of mind controlled wheelchairs are that they respond to signal commands much faster and that persons who have lost their ability to speak may able to use them. A BCI based wheelchair is being developed for severely disabled and challenged person to move them independently, without any human assistance, even though there are many number of ways for making functioning a wheelchair for example, voice controlled, using gestures, using eye movement or using joystick etc., since they cannot be used by stroke patients or paralyzed patients. A thought-based wireless wheelchair controlling system is being constructed for paralyzed and disabled people to make their daily life, a problem free. Esense algorithm is proposed in which two methods are there, namely, attention metric method and blink strength method. The attention signal is used for making sidewise movements of the wireless wheelchair through clockwise rotation and eye blink strength is used for achieving forward and backward movements. The level analyzer technique is implemented in signal processing and the wheelchair can be controlled by ARM microcontroller. The wheel-chair controlling system can be further improved by removing artifacts and noise level accurately in brain wave signal processing and focus on additional improvement of the identification of irregular eye blink so that the wheelchair can be operated and controlled efficiently without any collision.
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